FMCG
Pulse
The Slowdown Special

A Note on

COVID-19
COVID-19 is the fifth epidemic / pandemic in the 21st Century and is quickly on
route to become the second deadliest after Swine flu. At the time of writing this,
there are nearly 1.9 Lakh reported cases of the disease with over 7,000
succumbing to it. With 129 reported cases, India is not a hot bed for the disease
like some of the Eastern or European countries, but awareness, panic and
caution, all appear to be high in comparison to any other previous outbreak.
In China, the first country to be impacted by the Virus, Skin Care and Colour
cosmetics have gained big. Categories like Hair Care are also expected to grow
in the short term along with a rising awareness in body cleansing and sanitation.
As more people work from home and take video calls colour cosmetics are
expected receive a boost. You can read all this in detail here:
https://www.kantarworldpanel.com/global/News/Beauty-categoriesduring-the-epidemic-outbreak
In Vietnam, where there are fewer cases reported than in India at the time of
writing this, we see people stocking up. Beverages have taken a hit, possibly
because of lesser socializing. Certain Channel movements were visible as people
want to minimize physical contact as much as possible. You can read all about
that here: https://www.kantarworldpanel.com/vn/news/COVID-19-Consumerchanges-and-retail-movements. These trends from the Asian markets should
help point us what is likely to happen to FMCG categories.
In India, the first case was reported on 30th January, a full month after the first
case in China. It wasn’t until the first week of March that the COVID-19
infections rose to double digits and since then we have been keeping a close
watch on FMCG, and in specific, categories that are likely to get affected. As
March draws to a close, we will have one full month of behaviour to compare
and will come up with our views on the effects of the COVID-19 on the Indian
FMCG. Do get in touch with us if you want us to answer specific queries.

Putting
Things In
Perspective
In Economics, a recession is defined as two
consecutive quarters of contraction in a nation’s
GDP. Developing nations such as India are less
prone to economic recessions but are likely to
experience growth recession. Coined by economist
Solomon Fabricant, this term is used to explain an
economy that is growing, but at a slower pace. We
often call this as economic slowdown.
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The current growth recession has already spanned

The threat of COVID-19 is also likely to dampen

7 consecutive quarters. This makes this the worst

global economy and India is expected to feel the

growth recession that the country has seen in the

heat. A sharp recovery therefore appears to be

last 23 years. Retail inflation shot up to 5.54% in

highly challenging and the economy is expected

November, the highest in 3-years and has stayed

to be under some stress in the coming quarters.

relatively high in the subsequent months.

However, what is worth noting is that growth

2009 and the other six quarters from Jan 2011 to

recessions are not uncommon. We have seen two

June 2012. So, what can we learn from these

growth recessions already in this century. One

stressful times for future application?

spanning five quarters from Jan 2008 to March

An Early Indicator
FMCG products are, by nature, bought regularly,

sector. Kantar’s Household Panel data picked up

often multiple times in a month and therefore any

the 2019 slowdown a couple of quarters before it

pinch in the consumption should ideally be

started reflecting in the GDP.

reflected by the FMCG sector before any other
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GDP Growth

FMCG Volume Growth

As can be seen in the chart above, GDP started to

What is more interesting is that in each of the other

seriously decline from the July quarter of 2018.

two growth recessions we saw FMCG dropping as

However, FMCG volumes started dropping a full

early as 3 quarters before GDP started slowing

two quarters earlier from Jan 2018. Not only did

down. The dotted lines in the chart below are the

the volumes dip early but they also saw a revival

periods of growth recession and you can notice

even before there is any change in the GDP’s

that by the time the slowdown started reflecting in

direction.

the GDP, FMCG numbers have almost stabilized
because consumers have managed to make a few
adjustments to their behaviour.
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You can also see in the chart that the FMCG

Whether this trend reflects in the current

volumes rebound fast after a drop on a smaller

slowdown is a question because retail inflation has

base due to the contraction, adjust a couple of

peaked keeping consumption under check.

quarters afterward and then get consolidated.

Household Care Lags
In any quarter, Foods & Beverages together make

However, the peculiarity is with the Household

up nearly 3/4th of the FMCG volume. The

Care sector. The drop in this sector typically starts

contribution generally peaks during summers due

later than the overall FMCG and thereby F&B

to multiple reasons. Given such large contribution

sector but it coincides with the period of growth

it is a given that the F&B trends are reflective of

recession largely.

the overall FMCG trends and they are to a large
extent.
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The dotted lines in the graph represent the period

growth starts slipping during the growth recession

of growth recession and while FMCG volumes are

period. What does this mean? During an

consolidating as a result of F&B, Household Care

economic slowdown people first
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tend to squeeze those that are bought most often

To sum up, FMCG is a lead indicator for the

– staples. Therefore, we see an early decline in

economy, though it occupies only a small

FMCG too. But as the other areas of the economy

proportion of it. In fact, FMCG not only indicates a

tighten screws, people let go off their strictness on

dip in the economy but it also indicates a possible

staples and switch it to the other essentials like

rise in the economy too. Foods which occupies

Laundry and Dishwashing, and therefore

nearly 75% of FMCG volume is expected to drive

Household Care gets impacted at a later stage.

FMCG trends, but Household Care has a lag effect
especially in the slowdown and revival periods. It
slows down later and also revives later than the
rest of FMCG.

What
Happened
During
This Growth
Recession?
This growth recession has already proved to be the
longest in the past two decades. Though Urban
started slowing earlier (Q3, 2017), it is rural that has
taken the most hit. From the lofty growth rates of
6% and 6.5% in Q3 and Q4 of 2017 it registered
0.8%, 0.1%, -3.1% and -3.5% in the subsequent
quarters.
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FMCG growth was at 2.1% in 2019 with Rural
appearing to have recovered faster.
Nevertheless, this volume growth is prompted
purely by growth in population and not because

of a growth in household consumption. The extent

(204KGs to 200KGs). To summarize, the FMCG

of consumption loss reduced from 4KGs in 2018 to

market has not really broken its shackles yet and

just 1KG in 2019 and its all thanks to rural which

the Urban market continues to be under severe

maintained its consumption at 109 KGs. Urban

stress.

ended up losing 4KGs of its FMCG Consumption

Sacrificing the ‘Essentials’
The categories that had the steepest drops in

of frequency of at least 10 in the year and a

consumption are the Essentials. On an average,

penetration of 75% or above. In other words these

households reduced 3KGs of Branded Atta; about

are essential categories in the household.

1KG of Salt; nearly 300ML of Cooking Oils;
200Gms of Washing Powder and close to 100G of

Drop in categories like Cooking Oil and Salt are

Detergent Bars and Utensil Cleaners in 2019.

indicative of the fact that consumers might be

Spices and Tea also lost out marginally.

reducing the frequency of non-meal cooking. In
fact, these high penetrated-high frequency

The thing that ties these categories together is

products give the consumers the necessary

that everyone of these categories have a purchase

freedom to ration their usage.

A Frequency Game
Households made 14 extra trips to the shop in

before, even during the growth recession periods

2019. This is twice the 7-trip increase that 2018

that we had discussed earlier.

saw. In fact, such a steep rise in trips is not seen
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Most categories are now bought more often than

As the occasions grew the quantity purchased per

before; and this trend is especially strong with

occasion reduced significantly. Across the

categories that have high penetration levels.

categories shown above the average quantity

purchased per trip dropped by about 15% on an

More trips and lesser quantity per trip help buyers

average. For example, in 2018, 634 grams of

to spread their expenses across. This appears to

washing powder was purchased on average per

be the go-to strategy for the consumer to

trip. In 2019 this reduced to 574grams and drop of

manage the stress caused due to the economic

about 10%. Spices on the other hand dropped

conditions.

from 182 grams to 141 grams a drop of 23%.

The Cautious ‘Affluent’
As seen earlier both Urban and Rural were hit due

To sum up, the key behaviour change we notice

to the slowdown with Urban hit earlier and also

here is the growing frequency of households to

recovering slower than Rural. This is despite Rural

buy lesser quantities and spend lesser amount

having steeper losses than Urban. However, in

each time. This behaviour is most noticed among

both Urban as well as Rural the SEC A households

the essentials, which are bought more often in big

had the weakest growth numbers in comparison

quantities and by a majority. Though volumes

to the other SECs. In Urban, SEC A is yet to recover

appear to have revived consumption is yet to

volume-wise with a 0.5% drop in volume; all the

especially in Urban. The Urban upper SEC

other SECs have grown. In Rural SEC A had a

consumers are still in the red and need a bolster

marginal growth of 2% while the other SECs grew

to come out of the slowdown.

by close to or over 3%.

Navigating
The
Slowdown
Despite the growth recession, many brand owners
managed to clock some strong growth numbers.
Britannia, Dabur, Emami, HUL, ITC, Marico and
Reckitts all managed to outgrow their pace set in
the previous two years.
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What caused these manufacturers to grow despite the slowdown?

Big Brands, Big Love
These manufacturers have some of the biggest

grew by 12%. Similarly, Maggi outpaced the

brands in the categories they operate in. And, the

Noodle category growth (14% vs. 10%).

biggest brands across categories have gained

Aashirvaad Atta grew twice as fast as the

exceedingly well despite the growth recession. Vim

category (23% vs. 10%), while Taaza jumped 26%

is the biggest brand in the Utensil Cleaner

against a category growth of 2%.

category. While the category grew by 4%, Vim

% Volume Growth

While the big brands turned out to be winners,
brands with a national spread managed to hold
on better than regional brands. National brand
growth declined by just 300 basis points between

1.8

2018 and 2019, however the Regional brand

1.5

growth dropped by a sharp 1100 basis points.

1.3

The performance of National brands might be an
indicator of a positive consumer sentiment; but it
is also true that national brands tend to have

0.2
National Brands

better SKU ranges when compared to local
players – A Maggi five-rupee pack or a Surf Excel
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Brands

ten-rupee pack are evergreen examples of how
premium brands and categories penetrated
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price point packs.

Penetration is still the Key
Brands grow their volumes in two ways – reaching

growth for the brand. The fact remains true even

more households or making the existing

in tiring economic conditions as the brands that

households buy more. It is an established fact that

have gained the most are also the brands that

reaching more households results in a holistic

have managed to drive penetration.
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The above chart shows brands that have grown

chart barring Wheel, Parachute and Rin. For

significantly during the slowdown period.

brands like Aashirvaad, Bru and Sprite penetration

Penetration growth brought 50% or more of

is the sole reason for their growth as consumption

incremental volumes for almost all brands in the

of the existing buyer reduced significantly.

A Strong Small Pack

Continuous Innovation

As noted earlier households have been increasing

Nestle launched 60 new products in the last 3

their frequency and reducing the quantity bought

years. 7 of Maggi’s new variants had a volume of

per trip. Brands that have a strong small pack

less than 100 tons in 2017. In 2019, these variants

helped consumers with this behaviour because

generated about 3,500 tons in volume despite the

they allowed them to buy in smaller quantities but

slowdown.

more times.
Fair & Lovely’s new variants Ayurvedic and BB
Take the case of Branded Atta for example – the

Cream clocked a growth of 380% and 528% in

average pack size of the category here is 2.7KGs;

the last 2 years respectively. The growth numbers

however for Aashirvaad it is 1.7KGs, which means

are exaggerated because of a small base, but still

buyers are picking up the smaller packs more

innovating within an existing brand paves a

compared to the other brands. Similarly, for Surf

highway to success.

XL the average pack size of the category is
384Gms while for the brand it is 182Gms.

Going Green
Ever since Patanjali created waves in the FMCG

down significantly, however naturals as a

industry naturals has been the talk of town.

proposition is still strong and consumers are

Barring a few categories, Patanjali has slowed

interested in going green.
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The above chart compares the category growth

In essence, driving penetration becomes even

with a growing natural brand in that category. For

more important when the economy is in a

example, Colgate Active Salt is growing at a rate

slowdown mode; brands that focussed on this

of 47% nearly five times the growth rate of the

performed much better than the categories they

tooth paste category that it is operating in.

are operating in. The best growing brands also

Likewise, Patanjali Biscuits is growing by 28% while

have a good range of SKUs and especially have a

the category has grown by a mere 4%.

strong small SKU. This helps them to buy more
times but less quantity each time.

Apart from innovating and maintaining interest,
exploiting an established and existing trend is also
a good way for brands to tide the slowdown.

For any queries please write to fmcgpulse@kantar.com.

